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Grade 1 • Module 3

Ordering and Comparing Length 
Measurements as Numbers
OVERVIEW
Grade 1 Module 3 opens in Topic A by extending students’ Kindergarten experiences with direct length 
comparison to the new learning of indirect comparison whereby the length of one object is used to compare 
the lengths of two other objects (1.7A ). “My string is longer than your book. Your book is longer than my  
pencil. That means my string is longer than my pencil!” Students use the same transitivity, or indirect 
comparison, to compare short distances within the classroom in order to find the shortest path to their 
classroom door, which is helpful to know for lining up and for emergencies. Students place one endpoint of a 
length of string at their desks and then extend the string toward the door to see if it will reach. After using  
the same piece of string from two students’ desks, they make statements such as, “Maya’s path is shorter  
than the string. Bailey’s path is longer than the string. That means Bailey’s path to the door is longer than 
Maya’s path.”
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Topic B takes longer than  and shorter than  to a new level of precision by introducing the idea of a length unit .  
Centimeter cubes are laid alongside the length of an object as students learn that the total number of cubes  
laid end to end with no gaps or overlaps represents the length of that object (1.7A, 1.7B, 1.7C, 1.7D ). The 
Geometric Measurement Progressions Document expresses the research indicating the importance of 
teaching standard units to Grade 1 students before  non-standard units. Thus, Grade 1 students learn about 
the centimeter before exploring non-standard units of measurement in this module. Simply lining the cubes 
up to the ruler allows students to see that they are using units, which relate to a tool used around the world. 
One of the primary reasons why we recognize standard units is because they are ubiquitous, used on rulers 
at Grandma’s house in Beaumont, in school, and in local shops. Students ask and answer the question, 
“Why would we use a standard unit to measure?” The topic closes with students measuring and comparing 
sets of three items using centimeter cubes. They return to the statements of Topic A, but now with more 
sophisticated insights, such as “The pencil measures 10 centimeters. The crayon measures 6 centimeters. The 
book measures 20 centimeters. I can put them in order from shortest to longest: the crayon, the pencil, the 
book. The book is longer than the pencil, and the pencil is longer than the crayon, so the book is longer than 
the crayon” (1.7A ).

Topic C explores the usefulness of measuring with similar units. Students measure the same objects from  
Topic B using two different non-standard units, toothpicks and small paper clips, simultaneously to 
measure one object and answer the question, “Why do we measure with same-sized length units?” 
(1.7A, 1.7B, 1.7C, 1.7D ). They realize that using iterations of the same  unit will yield consistent measurement 
results. Similarly, students explore what it means to use a different unit of measurement from their 
classmates. It becomes obvious to students that if we want to have discussions about the lengths of objects, 
we must  measure with the same units. Students answer the question, “If Bailey uses paper clips and 
Maya uses toothpicks, and they both measure things in our classroom, will they be able to compare their 
measurements?” With this new understanding of consistent measurement, Topic C closes with students 
solving compare with difference unknown  problems. Students use standard units to answer such questions as, 
“How much longer is the pencil than the marker?” (1.3B, 1.5D ).

Topic D closes the module as students represent and interpret data (1.8A, 1.8B, 1.8C ). They collect data 
about their classmates and sort that information into three categories. Using same-sized pictures on squares, 
students represent this sorted data so that it can be easily compared and described. Students interpret 
information presented in the graphs by first determining the number of data points in a given category, for 
example, “How many students like carrots the best?” Then, students combine categories, for example, “How 
many total students like carrots or broccoli the best?” The module closes with students asking and answering 
varied questions about data sets, such as “How many students were polled in all?” (put together with result 
unknown)  and “How many more students preferred broccoli to string beans?” (compare with difference 
unknown)  (1.3B, 1.5D ). Their work with units representing data points is an application of students’ earlier 
work with length as they observe that each square can be lightly interpreted as a length unit, which helps 
them analyze the data.

Notes on Pacing for Differentiation
Students need Module 3’s fluency before advancing to Module 4. In the event that there are critical pacing 
issues, consider moving Topic D (Lessons 10–13, focusing on graphing and data interpretation) to another  
time in the day (e.g., science, morning routine).

Note that Lessons 2, 4, 6, and 9 are the most essential lessons of Module 3.
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Focus Grade Level Standards
Number and Operations

The student applies mathematical process standards to develop and use strategies for 
whole number addition and subtraction computations in order to solve problems. The 
student is expected to:

1.3B use objects and pictorial models to solve word problems involving joining, separating, and 
comparing sets within 20 and unknowns as any one of the terms in the problem such as 
2 + 4 = [ ]; 3 + [ ] = 7; and 5 = [ ] – 3.

Algebraic Reasoning

The student applies mathematical process standards to identify and apply number patterns 
within properties of numbers and operations in order to describe relationships. The 
student is expected to:

1.5D represent word problems involving addition and subtraction of whole numbers up to 20 using 
concrete and pictorial models and number sentences.

Geometry and Measurement

The student applies mathematical process standards to select and use units to describe 
length and time. The student is expected to:

1.7A use measuring tools to measure the length of objects to reinforce the continuous nature of 
linear measurement; 

1.7B illustrate that the length of an object is the number of same-size units of length that, when 
laid end-to-end with no gaps or overlaps, reach from one end of the object to the other;

1.7C measure the same object/distance with units of two different lengths and describe how and 
why the measurements differ; 

1.7D describe a length to the nearest whole unit using a number and a unit.
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Data Anaylsis

The student applies mathematical process standards to organize data to make it useful for 
interpreting information and solving problems. The student is expected to: The student 
applies mathematical process standards to organize data to make it useful for interpreting 
information and solving problems. The student is expected to:

1.8A collect, sort, and organize data in up to three categories using models/representations 
such as tally marks or T-charts;

1.8B use data to create picture and bar-type graphs;

1.8C draw conclusions and generate and answer questions using information from picture and 
bar-type graphs.

Foundational Standards
The student is expected to:

K.2D recognize instantly the quantity of a small group of objects in organized and random 
arrangements;

K.2E generate a set using concrete and pictorial models that represents a number that is more 
than, less than, and equal to a given number up to 20;

K.2G compare sets of objects up to at least 20 in each set using comparative language;

K.2H use comparative language to describe two numbers up to 20 presented as written numerals;

K.7A give an example of a measurable attribute of a given object, including length, capacity, and 
weight;

K.7B compare two objects with a common measurable attribute to see which object has more of/
less of the attribute and describe the difference.

Focus Mathematical Process Standards
The student uses mathematical processes to acquire and demonstrate mathematical 
understanding.  The student is expected to:

MPS(E) create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas;

MPS(F) analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas;

MPS(G) display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical 
language in written or oral communication.
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Overview of Module Topics and Lesson Objectives
TEKS ELPS Topics and Objectives Days

1.7A 1.C
1.F 
2.E
2.I
3.D
4.G
5.B

A Indirect Comparison in Length Measurement 
Lesson 1: Compare length directly and consider the importance of 

aligning endpoints.

Lesson 2: Compare length using indirect comparison by finding objects 
longer than, shorter than,  and equal in length to  that of a string.

Lesson 3: Order three lengths using indirect comparison.

3

1.7A
1.7B
1.7C
1.7D

1.C
2.E
2.I
3.E
3.G
4.F
4.G
5.B

B Standard Length Units 
Lesson 4: Express the length of an object using centimeter cubes as 

length units to measure with no gaps or overlaps.

Lesson 5: Rename and measure with centimeter cubes, using their 
standard unit name of centimeters.

Lesson 6: Order, measure, and compare the length of objects before and 
after measuring with centimeter cubes, solving compare with 
difference unknown  word problems.

3

1.3B
1.5D
1.7A
1.7B
1.7C
1.7D

1.H
2.C
2.E 
2.I
3.E
3.H
4.B
4.G
5.B

C Non-Standard and Standard Length Units 
Lesson 7: Measure the same objects from Topic B with different non-

standard units simultaneously to see the need to measure with 
a consistent unit.

Lesson 8: Understand the need to use the same units when comparing 
measurements with others.

Lesson 9: Answer compare with difference unknown  problems about 
lengths of two different objects measured in centimeters.

3

1.3B
1.5D
1.8A
1.8B
1.8C

1.A 
1.H
2.E 
3.F
4.G
5.B

D Data Interpretation 
Lessons 10–11: Collect, sort, and organize data; then ask and answer 

questions about the number of data points.

Lessons 12–13: Ask and answer varied word problem types about a data set 
with three categories.

4

End-of-Module Assessment: Topics A–D (assessment ½ day, return ½ day, 
 remediation or further applications 1 day)

2

Total Number of Instructional Days 15 
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Terminology
New or Recently Introduced Terms

 ⬛ Centimeter (standard length unit within the metric system)
 ⬛ Centimeter cube (pictured to the right, also used as a length unit in this module)
 ⬛ Centimeter ruler (measurement tool using length units of centimeters)
 ⬛ Data (collected information)
 ⬛ Endpoint (the end of an object, referenced when aligning for measurement purposes)
 ⬛ Height (measurement of vertical distance of an object)
 ⬛ Length unit (measuring the length of an object with equal-sized units)
 ⬛ Poll (survey)
 ⬛ Table or graph (organized charts visually representing data)

Familiar Terms and Symbols1

 ⬛ Less than
 ⬛ Longer than/taller than
 ⬛ More than
 ⬛ Shorter than
 ⬛ Tally marks

Suggested Tools and Representations
 ⬛ Centimeter cubes
 ⬛ Centimeter rulers (simply for the purpose of naming the centimeter)
 ⬛ Non-standard units (toothpicks, small and large paper clips)
 ⬛ String lengths of about 25 centimeters
 ⬛ Tally marks

Homework
Homework at the K− 1 level is not a convention in all schools. In this curriculum, homework is an opportunity 
for additional practice of the content from the day’s lesson. The teacher is encouraged, with the support of 
parents, administrators, and colleagues, to discern the appropriate use of homework for his or her students. 
Fluency exercises can also be considered as an alternative homework assignment.

1These are terms and symbols students have seen previously.
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Scaffolds
The scaffolds integrated into A Story of Units ® give alternatives for how students access information as well 
as express and demonstrate their learning. Strategically placed margin notes are provided within each lesson 
elaborating on the use of specific scaffolds at applicable times. They address many needs presented by  
English language learners, students with disabilities, students performing above grade level, and students 
performing below grade level. Many of the suggestions are organized by Universal Design for Learning (UDL) 
principles and are applicable to more than one population.

Assessment Summary
Type Administered Format Standards Addressed

End-of-Module 
Assessment Task

After Topic D Constructed response with rubric 1.3B
1.5D
1.7A
1.7B
1.7C
1.7D
1.8A
1.8B
1.8C


